1. On 24 November 1963, CUBANOS LIBRES, an anti-Castro organization, planned to hold a fund raising dinner at the "LE TRE VENEZIE" restaurant, 472 West 9th Avenue, New York City. As part of the fare and in return for the $3.50 per person charge, members of CUBANOS LIBRES who had participated during actions in Cardenas Bay in October 1962, and against the Arechabela refinery in June 1963, would show films taken during these actions.

2. On the basis of conversations held with various members of CUBANOS LIBRES in New York, it was learned that the funds are being raised to support a planned hijacking of a vessel, similar to the
INCIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE VESSEL THE "SANTA MARIA". THIS PLAN WILL PROBABLY ORIGINATE FROM MIAMI AS A STAGING POINT.

3. FIELD DISSEM: CINCLANT, CINCSO, COMNAVKEYWEST, MIAMI REPS STATE, BORDER PATROL, USCG, FBI, I&NS, CUSTOMS.

END OF MESSAGE